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Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the
numbered grid below.
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ACROSS
1. It’s when you can step into someone 

else’s shoes, feel what they feel, and 
understand their world from the 
inside. It’s more than sympathy; it’s 
connection.

3. Imagine savoring every bite of a 
delicious meal or every note of a 
beautiful song. It’s the art of deeply 
valuing and being thankful for what is 
present in your life.

8. It’s the bright light of awareness that 
lets you experience life. It’s the ‘you’ 
that’s reading this right now, the 
observer behind your thoughts and 
feelings.

10. These are the delicate, complex 
details that might escape a casual 
glance but are essential to truly 
understanding something deeply and 
completely.

DOWN
1. It’s when you can step into someone 

else’s shoes, feel what they feel, and 
understand their world from the 
inside. It’s more than sympathy; it’s 
connection.

3. Imagine savoring every bite of a 
delicious meal or every note of a 
beautiful song. It’s the art of deeply 
valuing and being thankful for what is 
present in your life.

8. It’s the bright light of awareness that 
lets you experience life. It’s the ‘you’ 
that’s reading this right now, the 
observer behind your thoughts and 
feelings.

10. These are the delicate, complex 
details that might escape a casual 
glance but are essential to truly 
understanding something deeply and 
completely.
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11. Picture rising above and beyond the 
ordinary limits, soaring to a higher 
level. It's going beyond the usual 
restrictions to reach something 
greater.

13. Picture rising above and beyond the 
ordinary limits, soaring to a higher 
level. It's going beyond the usual 
restrictions to reach something 
greater.

14. Imagine something so delicate and 
tender that it could break or be 
harmed with the slightest touch. It’s 
the exquisite vulnerability that 
reminds us to handle with care.

11. Picture rising above and beyond the 
ordinary limits, soaring to a higher 
level. It's going beyond the usual 
restrictions to reach something 
greater.

13. Picture rising above and beyond the 
ordinary limits, soaring to a higher 
level. It's going beyond the usual 
restrictions to reach something 
greater.

14. Imagine something so delicate and 
tender that it could break or be 
harmed with the slightest touch. It’s 
the exquisite vulnerability that 
reminds us to handle with care.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is
spelled correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the
correctly spelled word in the space by the question number.

1. c

Delicacy and vulnerability, often referring to things that are easily 
damaged.

a. FRAGILITEE   b. FRAGGILITY   c. FRAGILITY

2. b

Relating to magical or spiritual experiences beyond the ordinary world.

a. MYSTIKAL   b. MYSTICAL   c. MYSTICALL

3. b

Carefully and attentively developed or encouraged.

a. NURTURD   b. NURTURED   c. NURTUREDE

4. b

The state of being aware of one's thoughts and surroundings.

a. CONSCIOUSNESJ   b. CONSCIOUSNESS   c. CONSCIOUSNES

5. b

Recognition and enjoyment of the value or significance of something.

a. APPRESIATION   b. APPRECIATION   c. APPRECIATIUN

6. c

A harmonious combination of different elements or ideas.

a. SEEMPHONEE   b. SYMFONY   c. SYMPHONY

7. c

A harmonious combination of different elements or ideas.

a. SEEMPHONEE   b. SYMFONY   c. SYMPHONY

8. b

Recognize or admit the existence or truth of something.

a. ACKNOWLEDGGE   b. ACKNOWLEDGE   c. ACKNOWLDG
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9. b

Complex details or aspects that are often interconnected.

a. INTRICACYS   b. INTRICACIES   c. INTRICACIAS

10. b

A deep understanding or insight into the nature of things.

a. ENLITENMENT   b. ENLIGHTENMENT   c. ENLIGHTENMEPT

11. b

The ability to understand and share the feelings of others.

a. EMPATHYE   b. EMPATHY   c. EMPPATHY

12. c

Evoke a strong feeling, emotion, or response.

a. RESONEAT   b. RSONAT   c. RESONATE

13. b

To go beyond or rise above a particular limit or concept.

a. TRANSCENS   b. TRANSCEND   c. TRANSEND

14. c

To create or form by combining various elements.

a. WEVE   b. WEAVVE   c. WEAVE

15. b

The line at which the earth's surface and the sky appear to meet.

a. HERIZON   b. HORIZON   c. HORIZEN

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

1. d She had the remarkable ability to show deep ______ for others' 
suffering.
a. fragility   b. acknowledge   c. intricacies   d. empathy

2. c The ancient texts describe a ______ experience of union with the 
divine.
a. weave   b. nurtured   c. mystical   d. enlightenment

3. c The ______ of the legal system can be baffling to a layperson.
a. consciousness   b. horizon   c. intricacies   d. resonate

4. a The speaker’s words seemed to ______ with everyone in the 
audience.
a. resonate   b. appreciation   c. transcend   d. empathy

5. c The ______ of the ecosystem is a pressing concern.
a. empathy   b. transcend   c. fragility   d. symphony

6. d He learned how to ______ traditional baskets from his 
grandmother.
a. acknowledge   b. symphony   c. resonate   d. weave
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7. b Her talents were ______ by her supportive teachers.
a. mystical   b. nurtured   c. appreciation   d. horizon

8. a Meditation can help in raising one’s ______.
a. consciousness   b. fragility   c. enlightenment   d. intricacies

9. c It is important to ______ the hard work and efforts of others.
a. empathy   b. consciousness   c. acknowledge   d. weave

10. b She stared out to sea, where the sun met the ______.
a. transcend   b. horizon   c. appreciation   d. acknowledge

11. d The monk dedicated his life to the path of ______.
a. weave   b. resonate   c. mystical   d. enlightenment

12. b Art has the power to ______ cultural and linguistic barriers.
a. symphony   b. transcend   c. intricacies   d. consciousness

13. b The ______ of Beethoven is celebrated for its emotional depth.
a. fragility   b. symphony   c. horizon   d. nurtured

14. b His ______ for the small things in life was contagious.
a. resonate   b. appreciation   c. consciousness   d. transcend

15. d His ______ for the small things in life was contagious.
a. weave   b. symphony   c. horizon   d. appreciation
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MYSTICAL INTRICACIES APPRECIATION NURTURED
EMPATHY WEAVE ENLIGHTENMENT SYMPHONY
ACKNOWLEDGE FRAGILITY TRANSCEND EMPATHY
HORIZON RESONATE CONSCIOUSNESS


